SKINNER SYSTEM OF IRRIGATION

TIME TO MAKE PLANS

A successful golf course irrigation system depends on two things—
1—Superior Equipment
2—Correct Planning

The Skinner System offers both to any club which is considering green and springy fairways in spite of dry weather.

Drop us a line and let us help you.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO.
415 Canal St.
Troy, Ohio

Golf Dots . . . . and Dashes...

By K. R. SUTPHIN

DISTRICT of Columbia District Women's GA has scheduled its tournaments, as far as possible, at clubs near street car and bus lines. Defense bonds and stamps are prizes for the women's events and to the pros in the pro-ladies event. Home club pros are to be paid $10 a tournament inasmuch as purchase of bonds and stamps precludes purchasing of pro shop merchandise as prizes. . . . Jack Miskell, pro at Poland CC, Youngstown, O., is adding 25 cents to club tournament entry fees this summer, the extra two bits going to the Red Cross. At the Poland $500 Open this summer the entry fee will be boosted 50 cents and the admission a quarter, with the boost going to Red Cross.

Jimmy Thomson and Horton Smith beat out Harvey Penick and Philip

Fore!

KEEP YOUR EYE ON

THE PEERLESS GRINDER

. . . and see how inexpensively your mowers can be kept sharp, your greens and fairways kept perfect.

Simply attach a Peerless Grinder to a light socket and you're ready to sharpen all types of power or hand mowers. Fast, easy to operate, economical and accurate, Peerless is helping some of the finest clubs in the country to cut down the handicap of man-power shortages. Get the details today.

Write Free Bulletin
THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH CO.
402 BELL STREET PLYMOUTH, OHIO
Manufacturers of Silver King Tractors
Wondering "WHERE YOU'RE GOING TO GET IT" This Year?

We've got the answer to that—you'll find it in the DAVIS 1942 CATALOG—just off the press, and right up to the minute on expected availability of needed equipment and supplies.

It's more important than ever this year that you have your copy of golf's Midwest Buying Guide. Better write today to insure getting yours.

GEORGE A. DAVIS, Inc.  
5440 Northwest Highway  AVE. 6130 
CHICAGO, ILL.

The LEWIS Golf Ball Washer

Spring is in the air — and with an extra hour of light each day! Golfers everywhere will soon be "itching" to get out on the course and "smack 'em". But the luxuriant juicy green grass of early spring stains balls quickly — and dirty stained balls are hard to find! This year more than ever before golfers are going to appreciate an easy-to-find sparkling white ball. Lewis Washers at every tee can keep them that way! Remember, ONE DOLLAR TRADE-IN allowance still offered — write for details.

G. B. LEWIS CO. Watertown, Wis.

PADDY SAYS: KEEl THEIR GOLF BALLS CLEAN ... for FASTER PLAY

George in a Red Cross match at Austin, Tex., graced by Gov. Coke Stevenson in the gallery. Proceeds boosted Travis County Red Cross income well over quota. ... Jack Kelly, OCD Physical Fitness Director, had a grand factual article on golf in wartime under the head "Keep 'Em Playing" in February "The 19th Hole," Philadelphia district country club magazine.

Merion Golf Club has separated from the parent Merion Cricket Club, famous Philadelphia organization. Rodman E. Griscom is temporary president of the Merion GC. Family memberships in the new club are $200 annually, $80 less than cost under the former arrangement. ... Members of Club Managers Assn. New England chapter whose blood comes up to specifications are donating a pint of blood per to the Red Cross blood bank. ... Wm. Philpot, for some years in pro golf at Layfayette, Ind., and prior to that at Harlem GC, Chicago, died late in February, in Florida. A brother of his was manager of the British Ryder
Cup team that played in the U. S. in 1927.

A wise old head in the golf business thinks that alarm about golf ball shortages restricting club activities is groundless. If the pinch becomes severe golf balls can be rented, he says. . . George Pulver, well-known pro at The McGregor Links, Saratoga, N. Y., warns pros that if they don’t ration golf ball sales they may have to buy balls back from members they allowed to buy too many balls. “Either buy the balls back at a premium to keep peace in the club and fulfill their function, or be out of luck,” Pulver forecasts.

“Save Golf Balls” is heading of an ad in the Pinehurst (N. C.) Outlook, signed by pros Roy Grinnell, Bert Nicolls, Roy Bronsdon, Harold Callaway, and Johnny Capello. The ad recommends instruction that makes the hitting more precise and reduces ball wear. . . . Parke Carroll, sports editor of the Kansas City (Mo.) Journal, gave pro instruction a strong plug

March, 1942
Mercury has so many wartime uses that fungicides containing it in quantity will not be obtainable at any price. So until satisfactory substitutes are available, it behooves every greenskeeper to accentuate practices which minimize disease.

Everybody knows the danger of over-nitrogen feeding. Brown patch strikes soft, lush turf with a devastating effect. Tender grass aggravates Dollar Spot, too.

But Dollar Spot is a starvation disease also. Nitrogen hunger is almost as bad as too much, for it makes grass more susceptible to attack. Repeated, temporary shortage of nitrogen is one cause for repeated Dollar Spot attacks throughout the summer on many greens in northern regions.

By providing a uniform and continuous supply of nitrogen, Dollar Spot will be less frequent, and damage less severe. The best way to attain this goal is to rely upon a true organic such as MILORGANITE to furnish the bulk of the nitrogen. With it the feeding program is simple, because soil processes gradually release water insoluble organic nitrogen as needed. It is only necessary to use a rate which will keep grass growing without making leaves soft.

To control growth with soluble nitrogen fertilizer is not simple or easy. Unless applied often, at light rates, there will be a rapid burst of growth right after fertilizer is applied. But the effect disappears quickly, too. That is when Dollar Spot strikes again and leaves bad scars in its wake.

The use of lime when needed, judicious and careful watering, elimination of surplus matted grass, etc., also help minimize Dollar Spot.

* * *

A copy of Bulletin 3, outlining a sensible fertilizer program for greens, will be gladly mailed you upon request. It will help you devise a feeding program for the entire season. The services of our agronomists and soil testing laboratory are available to Milorganite customers, and others too, with certain limitations.

Address:

Turf Service Bureau
THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION
Dept. B-3
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

MILORGANITE
for BETTER TURF

in his column recently, writing about golf instruction as lengthening the life of the ball. Parke writes: "the pro job is to keep them (the members) smiling by keeping them from smiling the golf ball."

Dave O'Connell, pro at Essex Fells (N. J.) CC, says that his assistant, Bill Lynch, had a successful season with the Essex Fells Blue Devils hockey team. His team finished second in the North Jersey Hockey League. . . Some of the boys are still chuckling over a couple of the 'gags' Frank Shepard pulled at the GSA banquet. That was a swell get-together all around, and all concerned with its planning can take a deserving bow. . . Tommy Sullivan, from Tittsville, Pa., is the new head pro at Orchard Ridge CC, Ft. Wayne, Ind. . . Leonard A. Wagner, 21-year-old asst. pro at Losantiville CC, Cincinnati, is now pro at the Summit Hills CC, Covington, Ky.

Directors of Youngstown (Ohio) district courses—private and public—
Your Best Defense Against Hot, Dry Weather

Get the extra advantages of a Double Rotary Sprinkler. Two nozzles give greater coverage. One stream hits the wheel and is broken into rain-like drops which are delivered in a rotating line, turning the sprinkler head to cover a large circle. The second stream starts where the first leaves off, adding yards more in every direction. Covers evenly better than a 100-ft. circle under good pressure. Does not wash or pack soil; does not puddle.

HEAVY DUTY
MODEL H
$12.50

SELF-operating. Needs no attention.

Better Built — Positive Action — Wind does not affect rotary motion. Scientifically designed and built of finest materials for longer, trouble-free service. Fully guaranteed. Parts available, if they eventually become worn.

*Try 10 Days on Your Own Course Under Our Free Trial Offer. Order now, or write for further facts.

DOUBLE ROTARY SPRINKLER CO.
816 LOCUST ST. Dept. A KANSAS CITY, MO.

are aiming higher than the civilian morale angle of golf. As their bit in providing economical recreation for soldiers, sailors and marines home on furlough, many will offer free golf. . . . Fire destroyed the Wethersfield (Conn.) CC February 10 with loss estimated at $30,000. Three former caddies living nearby succeeded in saving members’ clubs valued at $2,500. . . . Nelson Zimmerman has been named pro at the Uniontown (Pa.) CC, succeeding Julius Platte, who resigned to accept a similar position at the newly-built Baldoc course at Irwin. . . . Jim Brophy, Cincinnati pro, takes over the pro duties at the Dearborn CC, Aurora, Ind., this spring.

Sedalia (Mo.) public golf course is open free to all men in the armed services for the duration . . . . Ralph (Bud) Williamson, of Fort Wayne, Ind., has been named pro at the Lincoln (Nebr.) CC . . . . Thomas M. Bennett, pro at the Youghiogheny CC, McKeesport, Pa., for 28 years, died February 18 in St. Petersburg, Fla. He was 60 years of age.